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Table 2-3: Levels of support for possible ideas for Main North Road
Agree
Attract diverse businesses
Encourage housing around
Prospect Oval
Provide more shops to meet
daily needs of residents
Attract cafes, restaurants and
other after hours activities
Encourage a greater range of
activities and events
Increase the amount of
landscaping between buildings
and the road
Improve the efficiency of the
road for vehicles
Increase public transport
services
Improve cycling infrastructure

2.4.6

106
55

Neither
agree nor
disagree
34
40

Disagree

Unsure

Response
count

12
44

3
14

155
153

81

41

26

6

154

98

26

28

3

155

86

40

22

7

155

132

10

12

2

156

114

29

9

3

155

101

43

6

4

154

104

26

19

6

155

Other comments

Many of the issues raised in the other comments component of the survey have already been
summarised in the previous sections. New matters identified included:
•

Support for the description of Main North Road focus area in Council’s strategic plan

•

Suggestion to work with the City of Port Adelaide Enfield to provide shared services/facilities

•

Desire for the Prospect Library to be relocated to the old Tram Barn or adjacent Prospect Oval

•

Desire for Council to prioritise the Prospect Library relocation and upgrade of Memorial Gardens
over the Main North Road master plan

•

Concern about the impacts of particulates on the health of residents living in apartments on arterial
roads

•

Consider awards for businesses who install significant landscaping or make other improvements to
the visual appearance of the street

•

Desire for increased frequency of bus services and new east-west public transport services

•

Suggestion to emphasise the historical aspects of Main North Road in the master plan.

A number of specific traffic management issues were also identified, including
•

Review the alignment of lanes and car parking near Main North Road/Robe Tce intersection

•

Considering re-instating southbound right turns into Edgeworth Street

•

Consider banning U-turns which are unsafe and slow traffic.

www.urps.com.au
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3.0 Engagement with students
3.1

Why did we engage with students?

An engagement process was designed and implemented to gather input from students of Nailsworth
Primary School. Involvement of students was important as they are:
•

Regular users of Main North Road given the location of the school and the fact that many are likely
to reside in the local area

•

Citizens with equal rights to participate in consultation processes, but less likely to participate in
other methods, such as the community survey or through community groups.

Engagement of students is also important to harness their creative ideas, and demonstrate to them the
planning and decision making processes of Council.

3.2

What did we ask?

The engagement process involved undertaking a face-to-face session with students from the Student
Representative Council (SRC), as well as a follow up activity for these students to take back and complete
with their own classes.
With the SRC, a semi-structured process provided students with an introduction to the City of Prospect,
the roles of Council and why Council is looking at Main North Road. This was followed by a brainstorming
session with students about how they use Main North Road, their experience of the road, and their ideas
for the future.
At the end of the session, SRC representatives were provided with a short activity to complete in each of
their classes, seeking similar information from their classmates.

3.3

Who participated?

Approximately 20 SRC representatives and buddies participated in the SRC session. Seven classes
completed the in-class activity (approximately 175 students).

3.4
3.4.1

What did we learn?
Session with the Student Representative Council

Experience of Main North Road
Students use Main North Road as a passenger in a car, as well as the footpath and pedestrian crossing in
walking to and from school. Some students also walk, cycle or skateboard along the footpath going to
Prospect Oval or the shops and medical centre, or to get on or off the bus.
Many students commented on traffic, safety and the general busyness of the road, commenting that
when they are riding in the car, its “bumpy”, “ugly to look at” and they are “always caught in traffic”.
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Those who walk along the footpath commented that it takes a long time to cross the road, and that it is
“always noisy”. There were a number of comments about the footpath, including that there is litter, it is
“easy to trip over the lumps from tree roots” and there is “sticky sap from trees”.
Ideas for the future
Students commented that the road could be made to look “prettier”, through “using bright colours”
providing statues or a graffiti wall.
Students also suggested that it would be safer to cross the road, and faster to get to school if there were
more pedestrian crossings, or even a bridge or underpass. They also suggested making the footpath
wider.
Students suggested planting more trees. They thought that the middle of the road could be planted with
trees or “lighting to make the road prettier” and provide shade.

3.4.2

Activity completed in each class

Current use of Main North Road
Table 3-1 contains a summary of the data collected in all 7 seven classes, showing that the main ways
students are currently using Main North Road are as passengers in cars or as pedestrians.
Ways that you use Main North Road
now?

Number of students

Walking

82

As a passenger in a car

132

Catching the bus

35

Riding your bike

28

Any other ways

10 (scooters and skateboards)

Things your classmates dislike about Main North Road
A number of comments were made about the high volume of traffic along Main North Road and the
many impacts of this, for example
“Accidents and break downs block the whole lane”
“Not enough lanes – traffic jams”
“Noisy”
“Crashes”
“People driving when it’s a red light”
“Bit hard to do right turns”
“Pollution”
www.urps.com.au
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“Too many greenhouse gases”.
Students expressed a dislike for the condition of the footpaths, the crossing times and number of
pedestrian crossings and general walking environment, for example
“Footpath too close to the road”
“Footpath is cracked, rough and uneven”
“Pedestrian crossings take too long”
“Jaywalking”
“Long way between pedestrian crossings”.
A few students commented about the difficulty of riding a bike along Main North Road, for example
“Cars park in the bike lane”
“Bike lane is too narrow”
“Bumpy surface when riding a bike”.
Students also expressed dislike for certain aspects of the road’s appearance, identifying
“Graffiti”
“Need to renovate and decorate buildings”.
Ideas for making Main North Road a better place
Students had a number of suggestions to improve traffic movement along the road, including
“More traffic lanes”
“Coordinate traffic lights”
“More curves along the road”
“Lower speed limit”.
To improve the conditions for pedestrians, students identified the following
“Pedestrian under/overpass to help traffic”
“More pedestrian crossings”
“Repave the footpath”
“Escalator footpath”.
A number of students provided ideas that address waste management, such as

14
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“More bins…and more signs to encourage people to put rubbish in the bins”
“Clean up more often”.
Finally, some students suggested improvements that would improve the overall appearance and
experience of the road, such as
“More trees”
“Signs with lots of happy faces”
“Statues”
“Hotdog vendors at traffic lights”
“More houses”
“Less food places”.

www.urps.com.au
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4.0 Business door knocking
4.1

Why did we door knock local businesses?

Local businesses are important stakeholders in the study area, representing major land uses and providing
important destinations for residents and visitors. Going to businesses and having a face-to-face
conversation is important as business owners and operators often have limited time to participate in
more formal engagement processes.

4.2

What did we ask?

The business door knocking involved casual conversations seeking to understand their experiences of
Main North Road, what is most important for business, ideas for the future of Main North Road and their
future intentions.

4.3

Who participated?

A total of 31 businesses participated in the business door
knocking, oriented around three clusters, as shown in
Figure 4-1. Within these clusters all businesses fronting
Main North Road were entered into, but some were
unable to participate in the conversations. Some of these
conversations were short and lasted only a few minutes,
while others were more detailed.
The businesses that participated in the engagement
varied from cafes and food outlets, to professional
services, shops, home making centres, automotive parts
and gyms.
In the case of Cluster One, there was targeted
conversations with retail tenants inside Northpark,
Regency Plaza and Sefton Plaza Shopping Centres as well
as those businesses fronting Main North Road. It is noted
that Regency Plaza and Sefton Plaza sit outside the
Council boundary, however these were included because
these businesses serve many residents within the City of
Prospect.
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What did we learn?

4.4.1

Cluster One

Businesses in cluster one were predominantly retail shops.
Businesses in the cluster repeatedly identified the presence of other businesses in the area as important
to their own. The businesses fronting Main North Road itself identified the passing foot traffic as another
valued element.
Participants commented that the Regency Road intersection should be treated as the gateway to inner
Adelaide and its appearance significantly improved with, for example, with an entry statement or
installing lights in the trees. As one business that directly fronts Main North Road put it, “if Council
improves the appearance of the area, so will we”.
A number of businesses commented about traffic management around the Northpark Shopping Centre,
especially the way cars exit Northpark onto Main North Road, only to encounter a red pedestrian light. In
response, it was suggested that the pedestrian lights be relocated further south, so that cars exiting
Northpark can use red pedestrian lights to their advantage when exiting the car park.
Participants also identified the current location of the bus stop outside Northpark as a problem because it
is located on a narrow strip of footpath, which regularly is choked by abandoned trolleys, which
sometimes causes people to walk on the road. It was suggested by a number of businesses that it be
relocated further south to where the taxi-rank is currently located, and that the taxi rank be relocated to
another location in the centre. If the bus stop is relocated, it is important that its new location allows
buses to pull in off the road corridor so as to not block the carriageway.
There were many comments provided about the fence that separates the two carriageways. While some
people thought that it should be removed, it was accepted by most as important for safety and that
priority should be on improving pedestrian conditions through faster crossing times, better
footpaths/landscaping and removal of stobie polls to open up the area. The footpath north of Northpark
is particularly narrow and uneven, and is difficult for people with mobility aids to negotiate.
Some site-specific observations included:
•

The need for landowners of the properties fronting Main North Road (north of Northpark) to repair
the poor condition carpark, and a desire for Council to encourage action due to landowner
reluctance

•

Address the line marking at the north of Main North Road, where it is changes from three lanes into
two

•

One privately owned business north of Northpark is interested in redeveloping their site, including
the provision of above ground floor offices or apartments, but would only be able to do so if Council
could support new signage on the building façade.

www.urps.com.au
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Cluster Two

Cluster Two businesses value the exposure that Main North Road provides to their businesses in the form
of passing traffic. One business, which generally has a wide catchment, however, observed that even
though they serve people from all over Adelaide, they value local business and for this reason,
improvements to the appearance of the road and footpath are important.
A consistent theme was to improve the environment for pedestrians, given that people walk along this
section of Main North Road to access Prospect Oval, Nailsworth Primary and the new Basilico Café. This
could be done through widening the footpath and providing additional trees and shade.
Businesses in this cluster discussed the way people can turn on/off the road at length, noting that the
ability for cars to easily enter/exit Main North Road can be a key factor in determining whether customers
will stop or not.
A number of businesses in this cluster commented about the recently opened Basilico Café, the positive
effect it has had on the surrounding area and a desire to see more businesses like it be established. This
new café is open for breakfasts, lunch and coffees and is serving both local businesses and residents from
the surrounding area.
Some businesses suggested relocating the pedestrian crossing, currently south of Kintore Avenue/Ellen
Street further north so that it is closer to Prospect Oval. Others disagreed, commenting that it would
bring the lights too close to the next crossing further north at Nailsworth Primary School. The Kintore
Avenue/Ellen Street pedestrian crossing was also identified as having a very slow crossing time.

4.4.3

Cluster Three

A large number of businesses in cluster three commented that they are ‘destination’ businesses that rely
upon people coming to them, rather than causal passer-bys. For these businesses, what is most valued
about Main North road is its relatively central location, close to the CBD and easily accessible for people
living in Adelaide’s northern suburbs. The visibility and being seen by the passing traffic is also highly
valued.
Businesses commented about the poor urban amenity in the area and desire for greening and improved
footpaths. For some businesses, this is important for trade and one business commented that their
shopfront on Main North Road does not generate as much trade as businesses elsewhere because of the
lack of foot traffic. For others, this is less important since people are making a special trip in the car to
visit the business. For this reason, maintaining efficient vehicle flows was identified by many participants
as being of paramount importance.
In this cluster, a number of people identified the lack of destinations for employees, especially food
outlets to be a problem. Options are limited to Subway or the Windmill Hotel, and this means that many
people do not go out at lunchtime. The lack of eating/coffee options is not good for some businesses,
such as the fitness centre, whose clients have no option but leave the area for a post-work out coffee.
The lack of crossing points and poor pedestrian conditions more generally also prevents employees
walking around the area. Footpaths in this cluster are particularly narrow and lack trees. One business
commented that they have administered first aid to a pedestrian struck while crossing the road.
18
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A number of people discussed the limited options to turn right, commenting that although these are
inconvenient, especially for new customers or passing trade, regular customers generally know where to
turn and/or do a U-turn.
One business identified stormwater management as a challenge in the area, and that the master plan
should seek to improve draining to prevent pooling of water or localised flooding after extreme rainfall
events.
None of the businesses in this cluster indicated that they had major redevelopment plans.
Some site-specific observations included:
•

The bus stop immediately south of College Avenue is too close to the corner, and it would be
preferable if it was moved further north

•

Trees on Sherbourne Road (adjacent Main North Road) drop yellow berries that are a nuisance and
present a safety hazard.

www.urps.com.au
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5.0 Face-to-face meetings
5.1

Why did we door conduct face-to-face meetings?

There are a number of stakeholders, such as community groups and key landowners, who may have
particular views about Main North Road. Face-to-face meetings provided the opportunity to understand
the views, interests and ideas of these identified stakeholders.

5.2

What did we ask?

The line of questioning was very similar to other engagement methods, that is, seeking to understand
current usage, satisfaction and what is valued more generally about Main North Road, as well as
comments about ways in which Main North Road could be different in the future. At the meetings, we
sought to understand these things from the particular perspective of each stakeholder.

5.3

Who participated?

Meetings were held with:
•

Clayton Church Homes on 16 December 2015

•

Friends of Prospect Library on 22 December 2015

•

North Adelaide Football Club on 18 November 2015

•

North Road Cemetery on 8 December 2015

•

Prospect Local Environment Group on 10 December 2015

•

Prospect Residents Association on 3 December 2015.

Meetings were also sought with Prospect Cricket Club, Prospect Active Walkers and Sefton Plaza Shopping
Centre, however invitations to participate were either declined or not responded to.
Staff from Council met with representatives from the Department of Planning, Transport and
Infrastructure and Northpark Shopping Centre, and the outcomes of these meetings have been
documented by Council staff and form separate inputs to the master plan.

5.4
5.4.1

What did we learn?
Clayton Church Homes

Clayton Church Homes own and operate the aged care facility at 156 Main North Road, Prospect. This
facility shares its western boundary with Prospect Oval. There are two easements over the southern
portion of the property, providing a “right of way on foot only” and “free and unrestricted right of way”
that allow people to access Prospect Oval (Ken Farmer Gates) from Main North Road.
Clayton Church Homes have plans to commence a modest redevelopment of the facility in the near
future. This redevelopment will include a new two storey component and a modified building footprint
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which will result in changes to the car parking and vehicle access arrangements. The portion of the
building closest to Main North Road will remain unchanged.
Clayon Church Homes explored the possibility of a more substantial redevelopment, including
constructing multistorey residential apartments (retirement living collocated with an aged care facility) to
maximise the development potential created by the new planning policy for the Urban Corridor Zone.
However in this instance, the proposed development was not feasible, in part because of the perceived
lower amenity of Main North Road and the impact of this on the sale of retirement living apartments.
As part of the redevelopment, there is the potential to create a stronger pedestrian linkage through the
carpark to Prospect Oval. Clayton Church Homes are willing to work with Council to achieve this and are
interested in partnerships with respect to the cost of the paving and landscaping.
More generally, Clayton Church Homes are supportive of the master plan for Main North Road and efforts
to improve the overall amenity and function of Main North Road. They would in particular value improved
opportunities for pedestrians to cross Main North Road in the vicinity of their facility, as the nearest
crossings are located at Kintore/Ellen Streets, or Nailsworth Primary School. A volunteer was recently
struck while crossing the road directly out the front of the facility. Clayton Church Homes would also
appreciate any efforts to lower traffic volumes/truck movements because of the noise.

5.4.2

Friends of Prospect Library

Three members of Friends of Prospect Library participated in the meeting.
New Library
While acknowledging that the planning for a new library is a separate Council project, it was suggested
that the location of the new library should be written into the master plan, and seen as a nucleus around
which a cafe and other community gathering spaces could be developed. The Friends expressed
preference for the new library:
•

To incorporate significant landscaping

•

To contain underground or hidden car parking

•

To be located in the vicinity of Main North Road

•

To create a community atmosphere

•

To demonstrate green walls and other best practice building design measures to set an example for
other new developments in the area.

Landscaping
Members commented that Main North Road is devoid of quality landscaping, and that better quality
landscaping would significantly improve the overall appearance of Main North Road. As one participant
commented, “trees really do hide a multitude of sins”. Participants suggested that if there is insufficient
space on footpaths for street tees, consideration should be given to planting trees in the median strip.

www.urps.com.au
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It was also identified that new buildings should be set back from the road far enough so that a modest
landscaping area can be provided in all new private development. The Friends suggested that Council
could explore ways to ensure consistent landscaping in the public realm and private developments, as a
consistent approach to landscaping has the potential to enhance the appearance of the area. Similarly it
was suggested that Council could provide a planting guide that contains information for land owners
about plants being grown in the public realm that may also be suitable for their own properties.
Pedestrian movement
The Friends commented that Main North Road does not provide a particularly pleasant pedestrian
environment, and that there are opportunities to improve this through shade or even arbours that
connect key destinations. They also suggested that pedestrian crossings should give priority to
pedestrians over cars, with shorter waiting times and longer crossing times for pedestrians outside of
peak hours when cars should have priority.
In those places that are not near a pedestrian crossing, the Friends suggested providing pedestrian
refuges in the middle of the road to improve safety.
Building appearance
Participants commented that there are a number of buildings along Main North Road of very poor
appearance that have not been updated or renovated for a long time. It was suggested that Council could
incentivise improvements to buildings of very poor appearance. Doing so is not only important for those
buildings but for the road as a whole, and may encourage new investment/business.
The Friends identified that visual appearance largely depends on the individual businesses. For example,
older car yards are unsightly, while more modern vehicle centres may well be appropriate. Similarly,
there are examples of relatively modest businesses improving their appearance through fresh paint.
Car parking
The Friends commented that there is a lack of car parking in some places along Main North Road,
especially older developments. Further, it is not always safe or possible to stop on Main North Road due
to traffic. It was also observed that many car parking areas are unshaded.

5.4.3

North Adelaide Football Club

The NAFC consider the Prospect Oval precinct to be very important to the overall Main North Road
environment. Although the oval does not directly face the road, many visitors access it directly from Main
North Road via the Clayton Church Homes aged care facility and the Ken Farmer gates.
Overall, it was thought that the entire Prospect Oval precinct, including the memorial gardens, is not as
well known as it could be, by both locals and those visiting the area.
The NAFC suggested that more needs to be done to draw people into the oval precinct via this entrance,
beyond the very limited signage. Currently, large numbers of patrons park on the eastern side of Main
North Road and cross the road (without crossing lights) and enter the oval. A more appropriate entrance
could be done through signage (potentially problematic being a DPTI road) or via landscaping treatments.
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The NAFC is supportive of ideas that bring new users to the precinct, such as encouraging higher density
housing around the oval or encouraging new shops and restaurants along Main North Road. It was
suggested that those who attend games at the oval are much more likely to visit Prospect Road
businesses than any on Main North Road. Given the number of visitors to the oval, the NAFC suggested
that Main North Road near the oval could sustain restaurants, cafes or similar businesses serving food and
drinks.
The NAFC has a good relationship with City of Prospect, including the lease arrangements. Although many
football clubs have exclusive ovals, allowing public access to the oval with the club having a lease works
well and any impacts, such as resident complaints, can generally be managed.
The club would like to see the physical condition in the precinct improved. The club supported the
Prospect Oval Master Plan, which has not been fully implemented.
More broadly, it was suggested that the entire Main North Road corridor would benefit from improved
public investment in streetscape improvements and landscaping, as well as private investment in new
buildings. It was noted that there has not been significant investment/change in the road, unlike other
arterial roads. It was thought that the road lacks activity, vibrancy and colour that is displayed in similar
inner city arterial roads elsewhere.

5.4.4

North Road Cemetery

North Road Cemetery is located east of Main North Road at Nailsworth, with the road “turning its back”
on the cemetery. Access is provided from Main North Road via Cemetery Avenue. The main access is via
Derlanger Avenue to the east of the cemetery.
Access from Main North Road is not currently promoted by the cemetery as they keep their gates closed
to prevent through traffic. Gates are only opened for special occasions, such as large funerals.
On street parking along Cemetery Avenue is time restricted which theoretically means that visitors could
enter from Main North Road, park and then enter the cemetery on foot. In reality, however, the parking
restrictions are not policed and there are many ‘spillover’ vehicles from the surrounding businesses,
especially Main North Nissan. There is also parking on footpaths and inappropriate truck parking on
Cemetery Avenue.
North Road Cemetery welcomes pedestrians and cyclists using the cemetery to pass through the area,
and has historically experienced very limited vandalism from visitors. They see the use of the cemetery in
this way as important in generating interest in the cemetery and its history, and increasing general
awareness of its existence.
North Road Cemetery has a rich history. It is one of only three state heritage listed cemeteries in South
Australia which means that headstones cannot be destroyed/replaced. Despite its relatively small size, it
is the burial place of a large number of historical figures. The cemetery sees this as a future opportunity
and would like to develop tours that tell the stories of these figures.
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The cemetery representatives expressed that there are limited opportunities for major change on Main
North Road given the volumes of traffic, although they acknowledged the importance of investment in the
public realm in attracting new businesses. Cafes, restaurants or pubs were thought to be generally lacking
on the road corridor.
Given the cemetery’s desire to increase awareness about its presence and history, they would support the
redevelopment of sites located between the cemetery and Main North Road which include glimpses or
sight lines between the road and building.

5.4.5

Prospect Local Environment Group

Three members of the Prospect Local Environment Group participated in the meeting.
Poor environmental quality undermining quality of life
PLEG are concerned about the impact of Main North Road traffic on quality of life, especially health,
because of the particulates and other vehicle emissions. They note that Australia has low levels of
monitoring of vehicle emission monitoring compared with other places. They also explained that,
according to RAA data, Main North Road has among the slowest traffic movement speeds in metropolitan
Adelaide and high levels of congestion. This means there are high numbers of idle vehicles, which
worsens the vehicle emissions. The worst traffic flows are between Clifton Street and Nottage Terrace.
Quality of life has also been eroded by new developments, such as petrol stations, not providing
appropriate emissions control technology.
Traffic management needed
The group suggested that traffic management studies/works are needed to improve vehicle flows.
Investigations need to consider Main North Road in the context of surrounding roads, especially given the
changes to Prospect Road. It also should include local area traffic management, with the goal of finding
the best ways to prevent people taking short cuts through residential streets.
Mitigate emissions through greening
The group suggested that one of the best ways to mitigate air emissions is through a comprehensive
greening program. This would involve landscaping in the public realm (e.g. in the median strip, alongside
the footpath, provision of street trees) as well as through encouraging private development to
incorporate green walls. The group contend that Council needs to find ways to encourage developers to
contribute more towards pocket parks/greening to help improve the entire neighbourhood.
Attract offices, cafes and restaurants
PELG expressed a desire for car yards to be redeveloped with bolder development, such as office buildings
that incorporate significant greening. They also suggested trying to attract more cafes/restaurants by
creating an environment where people would want to spend time- i.e. by providing a better
pedestrian/streetscape experience and through reducing vehicle numbers.
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Inadequate public transport
PLEG contend that car use on Main North Road is exacerbated by poor public transport. Although a ‘go
zone’, participants identified that buses are often full by the time they pass through the area, meaning
passengers can be left waiting for the next bus. The group also suggested more circular bus routes
through the metropolitan area, and the ability to carry bikes on buses.
Although acknowledging that public transport servicing is a State Government responsibility, the group
suggested that Council could advocate for better services. Council could also improve the quality of bus
shelters, and promote public transport by running events such as “ride the bus to work day”.
Improve conditions for pedestrians
PLEG commented that footpaths are in very poor condition. In many places, they are too narrow for
people to pass, especially people in wheelchairs or those with prams. The many obstructions on the
footpath also make it hard for visually impaired people to safely navigate the footpath.
PLEG consider that additional pedestrian crossings are needed somewhere between Nottage Tce and
Cooper Street, and between Thomas Street and Third Avenue. The existing pedestrian crossings need to
be adjusted to have faster crossing times because people have to wait a long time and end up crossing
before the lights change, which is unsafe.
Change the balance of road space and lower the speed limits
Given the problems with vehicle traffic and emissions, public transport and walking/cycling along Main
North Road, the group suggested that the balance of road space needs to be adjusted in favour of public
transport, walking and cycling. They suggested a fundamental principle for the master plan should be
equal rights for all road users.
This would entail wider footpaths, maintaining bike lanes (separated from pedestrians), and peak hour
bus lanes to help buses bypass traffic in gridlock.
PLEG also suggested lowering the speed limit to 50km/h to ensure a safer environment for pedestrians,
and one that is more conducive to walking.
An overarching strategy would also be encouraging all road users to respect each other, which would be
the result of community education activities.
Consider a tram
PLEG suggested that the master plan should consider the possibility of a tram running along Main North
Road. They commented that the road is wider and better suited to a tram than Prospect Road, and given
the traffic volumes/congestion, would have a bigger impact. In addition, a tram would be an important
strategy to reduce vehicle emissions, create a more people-friendly environment and improving quality of
life for residents.
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Explore car sharing/pooling
Although it may not work for everyone, PLEG suggested exploring the best ways to encourage car
sharing/car pooling.
A long term vision
The group expressed a desire for the master plan to create a long term vision, one that considers what the
road will be like in the future, and is not just about “prettying up the road”.
This vision should be people focused, improve quality of life, mitigate pollution and anticipate new
changes by, for example, getting the infrastructure right for electric or driverless cars.

5.4.6

Prospect Residents Association

Ten members of the Prospect Residents Association participated in the meeting.
Experiences of Main North Road
•

Footpaths are too narrow in a number of places along Main North Road

•

Stobie polls are located very close to the road carriageway, making the walking environment worse
for pedestrians

•

The lack of trees and inadequate landscaping is what distinguishes Main North Road from other
major arterial roads

•

Car yards are problematic because their impacts, especially car parking, spill onto surrounding
streets. This is true of both small and larger car yards

•

Those residents living east of Main North road feel physically disconnected from the rest of the
Council area – and there are limited opportunities to safely and easily cross the road

•

The current location of Nailsworth Library at the school site is valued by surrounding residents as it is
located east of Main North road

•

There is insufficient car parking at Prospect Oval, with surrounding streets filling up with visitor car
parking on match days

•

Right-hand turn lanes are highly valued.

Concerns about increased densities and development assessment process
While acknowledging that Main North Road has already been rezoned to facilitate multi-storey mixed use
development, PRA expressed the following concerns:
•

The way developers are continually pushing boundaries and exceeding the development plan
provisions in terms of height and density

•

High density development elsewhere in the Council area has not provided enough car parking.
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Main North Road is not suitable for residential development
The group held the view that residential development is not suitable for Main North Road because a
healthy living environment cannot be provided due to vehicle noise and emissions. The group also
thought that residential development may worsen existing car parking problems and result in more
vehicles being parked on surrounding side streets.
Ideas for the future of Main North Road
•

Maintain the primary function of the road corridor, which is as a major transport corridor moving
heavy volumes of traffic

•

Maintain two traffic lanes in each direction, especially given the changes to Prospect Road and
Churchill Road which mean that more traffic will use Main North Road

•

Consider additional turning lane from Main North Road into Nottage Tce

•

Find ways to prevent car parking spilling into surrounding residential streets

•

Provide additional greenery/landscaping

•

Improve the footpath condition, ensuring consistent footpath condition/treatments

•

Provide additional pedestrian crossing points to improve east-west movement, such as a pedestrian
overpass, possibly at Prospect Oval

•

Consider banning on-road parking on one side of Main North Road to create space for wider
footpaths and landscaping

•

Cyclists should be encouraged to ride along other routes, as Main North Road is not suitable for
cycling due to the volume of traffic

•

Consider relocating all powerlines underground to create more space on footpaths and improve
appearance of road

•

Adjust Development Plan policy to ensure a mandatory setback of new development by a few
metres to provide additional landscaping space

•

Traffic management works are needed to improve vehicle flows and prevent banking up of traffic
during peak periods

•

Consider safety fences in high risk locations.
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6.0 Summary and Community Design Brief
The City of Prospect has looked to its community at the start of the master planning process for Main
North Road. The consultation has sought a conversation with residents, local businesses, visitors and
community groups about current experiences of Main North Road, and ways in which the road could look,
feel and function in the future.
There was active and in-depth community participation in the community survey, business door-knocking,
key stakeholder meetings and with the students at Nailsworth Primary, which has resulted in detailed
information about Main North Road that is summarised in this report.
For the purposes of the master plan, a Community Design Brief which contains principles and actions for
consideration by City of Prospect in the preparation of the master plan has been prepared. The design
brief is based upon the common themes from the engagement, having regard to those matters which are
within the role of Council and scope of the master plan. Where there was not commonality in the views
expressed during the consultation, the differing views are acknowledged for further consideration by
Council.
Each point in the community design brief is accompanied by a short explanation based on the
consultation findings.

6.1

Community Design Brief

1. Enhance the role of Main North Road as a local destination while also maintaining its function as a
major arterial road.
Through the consultation, participants expressed the value of Main North Road as a place to access
shops, community facilities and public transport, while also being a convenient arterial road
connecting them to the Adelaide CBD and northern suburbs.
2. Improve traffic flows along Main North Road.
Participants expressed a desire for Main North Road to maintain its core function as an arterial road
with two lanes in each direction, moving large volumes of traffic each day. People expect the road to
continue to have a different traffic function than Prospect and Churchill Roads, and desire that
existing traffic pressure points are improved. There were mixed views regarding traffic speeds – some
people indicated that speeds should remain at 60kph, while others suggested lowering the speed limit
to improve conditions for pedestrians and cyclists.
3. Improve conditions for pedestrians and provide better opportunities to safely cross the road.
44% of respondents to the community survey indicated that they walk along Main North Road,
indicating its importance for pedestrians. The need to improve conditions for walking was identified
regularly and consistently through the consultation, such as wider, obstruction-free footpaths,
consistent paving materials and separation from the road carriageway where possible. Participants
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also expressed a desire for more opportunities to safely cross the road, and for faster crossing time at
existing pedestrian crossings.
4. Increase landscaping and greenery.
A strong and consistent message in the consultation was the need to provide additional landscaping,
trees and greenery. A range of suggestions were offered, including a boulevard of trees, trees and/or
landscaping along the median strip and providing a landscaping buffer between footpaths and the
road. Acknowledging the narrow footpath width, many people suggested working with private
landowners to improve landscaping in private development.
5. Ensure a sense of arrival/gateway at each entrance to Main North Road.
Participants commented that the land uses, built form and street scaping along Main North Road is
not fitting for its strategic location as the entrance to Inner Adelaide (at the Regency Road end) and
gateway to North Adelaide (at the Robe Terrace end). There is therefore a need to provide a more
substantial sense of arrival at each end of the road.
6. Consider the best way to accommodate cyclists along Main North Road.
A range of views were expressed during the consultation regarding cycling along Main North Road.
Some consider that the road is, and never will be, suitable for cycling and therefore cyclists should be
encouraged to find alternative routes. Others expressed a desire for improved cycling infrastructure,
including controls that limit on-street parking that blocks bike lanes.
7. Provide infrastructure to support public transport.
Respondents indicated high levels of usage and place a high value on the bus services along Main
North Road. People suggested that the public transport experience can be enhanced through better
seating and shelter at bus stops, and providing pull-in bays so that buses do not block traffic flow.
8. Resolve car parking problems.
There are a range of existing car parking problems, such as insufficient car parking in existing and
new development and car parking from businesses and community facilities spilling onto the street
and surrounding residential streets.
9. Improve building appearance and encourage redevelopment of underutilised sites.
Participants identified that many buildings along Main North Road are unsightly, have not
experienced investment in recent times and do not represent the highest and best use of land. It was
suggested that there is a need to incentivise the redevelopment of these sites/buildings.
10. Encourage investment in new shops, cafes and restaurants.
The lack of cafes, restaurants and land uses that provide destinations ‘after hours’ was acknowledged
during the consultation, as was the value for local cafes such as Coffee Barun and Basilico. Businesses
contacted through the door knocking identified that such local shops, cafes and restaurants are also
important to meet the needs of employees.
www.urps.com.au
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11. Reinforce highly valued community facilities.
There are major community facilities near or along Main North Road, including Prospect Oval and
sporting hub, Nailsworth Primary School and Prospect Library, which were highly valued by
participants. Participants expressed a desire for the Prospect Library to be retained along Main North
Road, with the Old Tram Barn or Prospect Oval locations highly valued.
12. Repurpose the Old Tram Barn.
Participants expressed that the Old Tram Barn is being underutilised as a Council depot and that it
should be repurposed for community use, possibly incorporating some complementary commercial
activities.
13. Promote the history and heritage of Main North Road.
The history and heritage of Main North Road is rich, but not well known. Opportunities exist to ‘tell
the stories’ of the area’s history and heritage. There are particular opportunities associated with the
North Road Cemetery and RM Williams.
14. Address traffic management around Northpark Shopping Centre.
Participants consider that Northpark will function better through modifying the direct access from
Main North Road and potentially relocating the bus stop, taxi rank and pedestrian crossing.
15. Explore the potential for role of technology to improve traffic management.
People suggested that the master plan should consider the role that technology, such as signs
showing current travel times and infrastructure for driverless cars, could play in improving traffic
management.
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Table of Notices of Motion to the Local Government Association General Meetings since 2011
LGA
General
Meeting
Date
29/4/2011

1.

2.

City of Prospect Motion

Carried/Lost

Action by LGA

E-Voting Local Government Elections
That the Local Government Association petition the State
Government to include online voting as an option in future Local
Government elections.

Carried

Discouraging Candidates in Local Government Elections
from Publishing Misleading, Incorrect or False Material
That the Local Government Association:
petition the State Government to amend the Local Government
(Elections) Act 1999 to require, where the Electoral Commissioner
finds misleading, incorrect or false electoral material has been
distributed, a retraction in specific terms and of specific manner
and form, equitable to the impact and format and distribution of
the original misleading material and also the prominent publication
of the complete findings of the Electoral Commissioner regarding
the misleading, incorrect or false material, in the early pages of
The Adelaide Advertiser, and the papers (ie Messenger
Newspaper) local to the distribution of the misleading, incorrect or
false material and further to consider the addition of pecuniary
penalties; and
determine, in consultation with Councils, an appropriate timeline
considered appropriate for retractions.

Carried

This issue has been referred to OSLGR for consideration and has
also been included in a report on the Local Government Elections
being prepared by the LGA and the Office of State/Local
Government Relations.
Further comment from the LGA:
This matter has been the subject of on-going discussions with the
Minister for Local Government, the Electoral Commissioner of SA
and the LGA over a period of some years. The Electoral
Commissioner advised at the time that she was part of an Australiawide group of Electoral Commissioners which was investigating the
possibilities of e-voting. However, to date the security and
authenticity-checking issues continue to be a stumbling block to
implementation. The LGA recently consulted councils on the issue
again as part of the discussion paper released by the Office of
Local Government in2015. The LGA submission will be considered
by the LGA board at its meeting of 28 January 2016. The feedback
from councils supported the introduction of e-voting over time, but
overwhelmingly wanted to wait until the security issues were
addressed.
The LGA has written to the Electoral Commissioner seeking her
views, prior to raising the matter with the Minister for State/Local
Government Relations and asking for the Act to be amended. No
response has been received to date. This matter has also been
included as part of a joint report on the Local Government elections
with the Office of State/Local Government Relations.
Further comment from the LGA:
The Electoral Commissioner raised no objection and the matter was
included in the LGA’s submission to the Minister for Local
Government in 2013, with a view to having the matter included in
the Local Government (Elections) Amendment Bill. However that
Bill did not proceed.
This issue has again been canvassed in the technical amendments
attachment to the OLG discussion paper and once again forms part
of the LGA’s submission to be considered by the LGA board on 28
January 2016.
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13/4/2012

Providing Leadership and Building Capacity Facilitating
Research & Development
That the Local Government Association develop a Local
Government Guidelines template to enable the uptake of
teleworking by Councils and employees in South Australia.

26/10/2012

Reduce the Voting Age at Local Government Elections to 16
That the Annual General Meeting requests the LGA to investigate
whether there is sufficient evidence across Local Government to
call on the South Australian government to reduce the age to
enrol to vote and nominate at Local Government elections to 16
years of age.
Asset Management Register
That the LGA investigate the feasibility of developing and
maintaining a centralised asset register, for Councils that may
wish to use it.

11/04/2014

Design Review Process for Development Applications
That the Ordinary General Meeting requests the LGA to
investigate whether there is sufficient evidence across Local
Government to recommend to the Expert Panel on Planning
Reform that Councils should have legislative authority to require
design review as part of the development assessment process to
ensure quality design outcomes and recover any associated fees
from the applicant on a full cost recovery basis.
Funding for Digital Literacy Training
That the Local Government Association investigate whether there
is sufficient evidence across Local Government to lobby the
Federal Government to provide ongoing funding to provide digital
literacy training at locations already established as part of the
Digital Hubs Program.

Carried

Lost

A guide for teleworking in Local Government is being developed in
conjunction with the LGA Workers Compensation Scheme including
templates to assist Councils to introduce telework options in its
workforce. It is anticipated that the guide and templates will be
available in December 2012. A draft version will be distributed
through the human resource network in October 2012.

No action required.

Carried

This was addressed (among other related matters) in a report to the
Board meeting of 25 September 2014 under the heading “Asset
Management Support Unit‟.
Resolution was adopted.
No further comment from the LGA.

Carried

This reform idea has been submitted to the Expert Panel on
Planning Reform in two endorsed LGA submissions.
No further comment from the LGA.

Lost

No action required
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eVoting
That the Ordinary General Meeting:
1. endorse the principle of e-voting for local government elections
on a trial basis for interested councils;
2. request the LGA to seek expressions of interest from Councils
which are interested in participating in a trial; and
3. request ALGA to petition the Federal Government to provide
funding to establish necessary procedural specifications and
technological infrastructure required for e-voting in trial sites.

Carried (with
Amendment)

AMENDMENT Moved Onkaparinga Seconded Mount Gambier
that the Ordinary General Meeting:
1. endorse the principle of e-voting for local government elections
on a trial basis for interested councils;
2. request the LGA to negotiate with the Electoral Commission of
SA (ECOSA) regarding the establishment of e-voting and a
potential trial; and
3. subject to success of (2) request the LGA to work with the
ECOSA to:
- request the LGA to seek expressions of interest from Councils
which are interested in participating in a trial; and
- request the ALGA to petition the Federal Government to provide
funding to establish necessary procedural specifications and
technological infrastructure required for e-voting in trial sites.

30/10/2015

Amendment to the LG (Elections) Act 1999
That the Ordinary General Meeting ask the LGA to lobby the State
Government to amend the Local Government (Elections) Act 1999
to require any Mayor or Council Member who is standing for State
or Federal elections, to take leave from Council from the date the
writs are issued until completion of the election.

Carried

Disability Employment Targets
That the Annual General Meeting requests the LGA to investigate
whether there is sufficient evidence across Local Government to
initiate Disability Employment targets across the local government
sector.

Carried

The LGA wrote to the Electoral Commissioner for SA seeking
support. The Electoral Commissioner advised that a trial of e-voting
would require legislative change and also a commitment of funds to
develop an appropriate set of technical specs. The Commissioner
also advised that she is currently involved in negotiations to engage
in an e-voting trial with State Governments.
The LGA has written to the Minister for Local Government and
asked for an amendment to the Local Government (Elections) Act
to facilitate a trial.
Further comment from the LGA:
See above – this issue has moved on and no money was
forthcoming for a trial. Feedback from councils now suggests that
they prefer to wait until the security and authenticity checking
arrangements have been addressed.

The LGA wrote to the Minister for Local Government in April 2014
and received a response on 3 June advising that the matter has
been referred to the review of the Local Government Act for
inclusion in that process.
Further comment from the LGA:
The Local Government (Elections) Act is expected to be reviewed
this year, which will provide an opportunity to include this matter.
No action to date
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Documents available on line
That the Annual General Meeting requests the Local Government
Association to investigate whether there is sufficient evidence
across Local Government to request that Local Government Act
1999 be clarified around the interpretation of ‘available’ in relation
to documents and registers being made available to the public to
include being available online as an alternative to hard copy.

Carried

Comment from the LGA:
The LGA has considered this matter and consulted with select
councils. The matter does not need further clarification as the word
‘available’ has its ordinary dictionary meaning. The section requires
a council to ensure that there is access to prescribed documents
and registers at the principal office of the council and includes
making them available in electronic form. This can be achieved by
making available copies online, provided that this is done in an
accessible way at the front counter. Most councils use a ‘stand
alone’ computer to achieve this outcome.

